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PREFACE

My interest in Canada's native people as they
rerate to the derivery of social services spans two

decades, beginning as a junior social services worker
with a general family assistance caseload in a medium-

sized saskatchewan city, proceeding to a rural caseroad

and then to senior positions in the northern part of
the province where the caseload was predominantly

people of native ancestry.

r have seen native people from the perspective of
the case worker, a co-worker, an employ€êr an employêrr
a teacher, a student and a frj_end.

During that time r have progressed from being the
"fresh-faced idealist" with ar1 the answers "if onry
those people would cooperate", to a more pragmatic

professional who has seen the social services
institution fail to meet the needs of rndian people. r
have ristened to the recriminations of both the
professional sociar worker and the native person as

they sought to vent their frustration. r have endured

the lack of improvement in the quality of rife of
native people and, in fact, have watched as it
deteriorated.
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r became aware that neither the institutÍon nor
myself could offer any sorutions, except perhaps on a
one-to-one basis which, whire perhaps sustaining an

individual or a fami-ry through a particurar crisis, did
nothing to ef f ect long-term chang,e.

rn the spring of 1 993, r e¡as attracted to the
university of Manitoba to be a part of what appeared to
me to be the most exciting and innovative initiative
undertaken to ease the oppressive social conditions on

fndian reserves. I was to be part of a field
instruction team training native peopre to actually
assume the responsibility for provision of child and

family services on the reserve.

ï was not unfamiliar with the process which led to
this assumption of responsibirity by native peopl_e.

Several years earlier f had been employed by a
provincial government department which was

philosophically committed to rerinquishing contror of
mandated services to rocal people. The catchwords for
that process are ttdevorution" or ',decantirg". Although
there was some progress made before the department
itself was "decanted" back to southern 1ine
departments, it was generarly doomed to fairure because

adeguate groundwork for the transfer of such

responsibility had not been properry laid. rn the end,
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the process served to reinforce the ,rfailure syndrome',

to which native people have become accustomed: duties
and responsibilities are thrust on woefurry prepared

rndians who can, at least impticitly, be blamed for the
consequent failure.

Governments cannot shoulder arI of the blame for
such debacres- Native people, after generations of
neglect, want to share in the fruits of this country
and they want it not¿. Their patience exhausted, they
demand immediate action, ignoring, or not fully
realizing, the imprications that unpreparedness brings.

The Manitoba program to which r was attracted
seemed to take the middle ground. Native people were

to receive two years of speciarry designed training
with possible credit towards a baccalaureate degree,
while at the same time wourd work as social workers on

their reserves under the direction of professional
social workers

From the beginning, the program suffered problems,
many of them attributabre to the uniqueness of the
initiative and the fact that there were no "blueprints,,
to point the way to success. These problems þ¡ere to be

expected. l,lhat was not expected was the extent of
turnover among the trainees, a rale which seriously
jeopardizes the future of the program.
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As I talked with and counselled my students, it
became clear that there $rere many forces directed
towards them which made continuation of their studies
extremely difficult. Arthough my students were just
one of three such groups undergoing training via the

university program, it was apparent that the condition
was widespread and that the continuous inflow and

outflow of trainees negated the intent of the program.

The problem is a serious one inasmuch as the

native social worker and the chird-care committee

involved on the reserve must make daily decisions which

may literally involve life and death and which will
certainry affect the future of native children. And

the failure of the program or its individual parts
might well precipitate the withdrawar of government

support and set back the future of rndian autonomy in
this area for many, many years.

The devolution of responsibitity for the delivery
of child and family services to native people j_s an

important mirestone in rndian history and its success

or failure will be carefully monitored in many other
jurisdictions, and may well affect Lhe outcome of
future efforts by rndÍan peopre to secure their right
to self -determination.
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Because of my concern both for my students and the
program itself, r was delighted to be offered the
opportunity to participate in an evaruation of the
child and family services program of the Dakota oj ibway
Tribal council. Their program is canada's first
rndian-controlled chird werfare agency, having begun in
July, 1981. I hoped through this evaluation, and

through my studies as a graduate student, to increase
my own knowledge in the sphere of native-delivered
social services as welr as to probe more deeply into
the pressures and problems faced by the native sociar
worker trainee. rn so doing, r might be able to offer
arternative models for nati-ve sociar work practice and

training to the various shareholders in this process

as well as to other interested spectators in canada and

elsewhere who are 1ooking to this program as a
potential answer to their own dilemmas.

Throughout this paper, I extensively employ the
terms "rndian", "native peoplet' and rtnativet,. The term

"rndian" is used to distinguish those indigenous
persons who have the status of an rndian person in
accordance with the provisions of the rndian Act, and

it this group toward which most of my study and this
paper is directed. The other terms are used in a

generar sense to describe all persons of native
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ancestry' which wour-d incrude status (or registered)
rndiansr âs well as non-status rndians and Metis. ï
have also employed a variety of terms including
dominant curture and out-culture to describe the
majority popuration in the country having roots in
Europe.
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PÀRT I

THE NEED FOR CHANGE

Chapter 1

Historical Perspective

In 1984, amid much pomp and ceremony, Canada

celebrated the 450th anniversary of the arrival of the

French expl-orer Jacques Cartier to these shores.

However, the event was not a joyful one for Canadars

original inhabitants, for Cartier began an inexorable
process which led to a migrant superordination which

was to erode some 30roo0 years of TndÍan heritage and

culture on this continent.

Although the first contact between the rndian and

the European was cooperative in nature, it soon became

cooptive and exploitive. Military defeats and European

diseases took a physicar torl, while the missionaries
worked to destroy the aboriginal ideologies and the
institutions of the state played a key role in bringing
Indian culture and values into line with that of the

dominant culture.

fn Canada, there was little of the direct blood-

letting which characterized the settling of the

Àmerican t¡Iest. The Government of Canada, in a 1979



pubrication about the development of the rndian Act,
described the interaction between the white and rndian
communities as evolving in three stages. The first was

the evorution of attitudes in which rndians vrere seen

as a separate and special group which had to be deart
with in a certain hray. These attitudes ranged from
that of the "friendly Indian,, who helped the early
European arrivals, to the "heathen savage", to a berief
that rndians v¡ere more tike simple children who needed

to be guided and shepherded. As attitudes shifted,
methods of dealing with the rndians arso changed.

The second stage was the development of policies
to define and conduct the relationship. These

policies, which naturalry changed as attitudes toward
the rndian people changed, eventuarry ì-ed to the third
stage which was the deveropment of legislation to
reflect both the poricies and the social attitude
towards Indians.

That third stage began with the Royar proclamation

of 1776, forrowing the defeat of the French in canada,

and essentially establ-ished the framework for the
relationship with the Indians, enunci-ating t,he

"recognition of aboriginar rights and the necessity of
extinguishing those rights by treaties,, (Cunming,

Mickenberg, 1972). ft contj_nued through the Lands Act
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of 1 850, the Civilization Act of 1 857, the

Enfranchisement Act of 1 859 and then finally the Indian

Act of 1876 and its subseguent revisions. This

legislation helped to shape the relationshíp between

the Indian and the non-Indian and concomitantly also

shaped the attitudes of the dominant culture toward

Indian people.

Implicit in the legislation was a strategy to

assimilate the Indians into the Canadian mainstream.

Although it was not legislated, Canadars Prime Minister

Sir John A. MacDonald made it clear in 1 880 as to how

Lhe government was disposed to handle the Indians:

"...to \rean them by slow degrees, from their nomadic

habits, which have almost become an instinct, and by

slow degrees absorb them or settle them on the land.

Meantime they must be fairly protected.r' (Canada,

1978)

It must be admitted that the Canadian government

did achieve a fair measure of success in pursuit of
MacDonaldrs solution. The establishment of the reserve

system did curtail the movement of the Indian and,

while the Indians were not absorbed, they v/ere settled
on the Iand. And, perhaps by the Prime Ministerrs

interpretation and the prevaiì-ing thought of the day

which was heavily steeped in the colonial tradition of
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the British Empire, the Indians were "fairly
protected'r, but it could not be said to have been in
the best interests of the Indians.

The relationship was truly one of colonizer and

colonized, dominated as it was by the explicit control
of pov¡er and decision making by the Europeans for the

purpose of extracting benefits and by their persistent
efforts at normative control over the Indians. A 1971

study, "Poverty in Canadatt, (Harp, Hoffley, 19711

supports that assertj-on: "A strong argument exists for
viewing Canadian people of Indian ancestry as a

colonial people, who have been treated and in effect
controlled by outside authorities over which they had

no direct control. tt

Although mechanisms such as Indian residential
schools and health systems were established, they had

no relevance to the rndian experience and littre or no

effort was made to understand the different culture,
history and tradition. And once the primary role of
procurement of furs and hides had diminished, there

$¡ere no acceptable arternatives to assist rndian peopre

to enter the economic and political mainstreams.

MacDonaldrs intention that the Indian should be

absorbed never really materialized. Whi1e the

reservation system was intended to bring about
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assimilation, it also served to keep the Indians

separated from the rest of society, thus defeating that
intention. Although the Indians could, to a large
extent, be confined to specific tracts of rand¡ they
remained a separate and distinct cultural entity in a

country in which they r.¡ere rapidly becoming

outnumbered. Instead, the experience of being a

colonized people appears to have kept them unified,
both politically and spirituarry. Furthermore, these

conscious atternpts at assimilation red to a people

caught between two cultures, belonging fu1ly to
neither.

There have been many explanati-ons offered as to
why acculturation or assimilation did not occur,
ranging from the persistence of the rndian curture to
their isoration on reserves, to natural resistance to
change and to theories of change itself.

Vogt (19711, writing in ',perspectives on North

American rndiansr" says that while material aspects of
a culture can change readily, famiJ-y and kinship
institutions are more persistent and that aspects of
life such as impricit values, cuJ-tural orientations and

personality type are still more persistent. He sees

the communal structure of rndian society as enabling it
to withstand the pressure for change.
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Another, more recent theory, holds that the rndian
curture is the ol-dest extant, and that the strength of
the rndian value system has arrowed it to endure this
rong and that it will ensure its endurance after other
cultures have disappeared (Bryde, 1g'l11.

What is certain is that the fndian people have

managed to retain, to a considerable degree, their
distinct identity. Arthough there has been curtural
borrowing, attempts at acculturation, integration or
assimilation have not soLved the needs or objectives of
either side. rndian people have been forced to adapt

to many changes...by and large their old ways are
gone...their freedom and traditionar pursuits have been

curtailed...their autonomy has been replaced by the
institutions of the out-curture...and their curture has

been demeaned and degraded.

ft has been shown time and time again that the
fact of being a colonized people tends to unify people.

rndians from coast to coast have resisted assimilaLion
and have retained their unique identity.

On their part, Indian people maintain that
aboriginal rights are perpetual and that they cannot be

extinguished by treaty. As watkins points out in ,,Dene

Nation the colony wÍthin" (19771, although the
erosions of colonialism are real, the fndians are
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attempting to "reclaj_m,t their 1ands, not simply
craiming them. rndians maintain that land claims aren't
just about real estate or property rights which are

marketable and subject to appropriation, but are about

the basis for some kind of sovereignty. They are about
politicaJ- rights and political control - in other
words, self-determination. rndian people don,t want

assimilation or integration.
The logical implication is that there must be

another way of assuring harmonious and eguitable
relations between the two si-des, and that is some form

of partnership arrangement within the context of
confederation which provides for some manner of self-
government, which would include separate services,
allowing rndian peopre a greater role - and greater
responsibility in governing their own affairs.

There are unmistakable signs that this is
beginning to happen. Although rndian people have only
been recognized as citizens in this country since 1 95g,

they are beginning, in smarr measure, to regain some of
their lost autonomy. Decades-old rand craims are being
settled in a number of jurisdictions and, in 1983, the
House of commons committee on rndian serf-Government

headed by Keith penner made recommendations which courd
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lead to a far-greater assumption of self-determination

by Indian people.

one of Èhe areas in which this is happening is in

the devolution of responsibility for the delivery of

child and family services to Indian controlr âñ area in

which Indian people have suffered for many, many years.

But while change has been a long time coming, it

is not something which Indian peopJ.e have not seen

before, although perhaps in different areas and

different manifestations. History has proven that they

have a right to be skeptical. As Willie Denechoan, an

Indian medicine man from Hay Lake, Al-ta., was quoted in

"Reservations Are for Indians" (Robertson, 19701¿ "The

government has us in a little box. Every now and then

they open the lid and do something to us and close it

again. tt
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Chapter 2

The Impetus for Change

"We are your true and best friends who wiIInever advise you badly, who will never
whisper bad words in your ears, who onlycare for your good and that of your chiidren.',

Lt. Gov. Alexander Morris
negotiating Treaty 5, 1B?4

The first treaties with the rndians in what is now

Manitoba v¡ere signed in 1871, more than half a century
after the coming of the settrers to the area, The era
of the fur trade was in ecripse and the traditional
lifestyles of the rndian had been irrevocably artered,
their economy changed from one of sustenance to one

based on barter and then to an ever-growing dependency

on the out-culture government as part of treaty
entitlements.

Despite the decraration of perpetuar care for
rndian children by Manitoba's rieuLenant-governor, it
$¡as not until after the second world war that much was

done to lend credibility to that promise, and it would

take many years of jurisdictionar wrangring between the
two senior level-s of government before servi.ces which

r¡¡ere provided to other canadians were finally extended

to Indian chil_dren and their families.
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For instance, in 1947 the canadian welfare council
and the canadian Association of sociar workers made a

joint submission to a House and Senate committee

studying changes to the Indian Act in which they

charged that "rndian children who are neglected rack
the protection afforded under social legislation
available to white children in the community.,, rn
other words, there was no eguity of accessibirity to
chird and family services and rndian chirdren v¡ere

suffering as a result.
The Parriamentary hearings produced changes to the

rndian Act and there was a general pubric reawakening

to the pright of canadafs rndian people, but a study
published armost two decades later (Hawthorn et ar.,
1966) confirmed that nothing had changed:

Public concern about the Indians and public
knowledge of their problems that would

demand a change are scanty and uneven.

Pub1ic knowledge does not even match public
misconception. Not enough is known of the
problems to create a call for their
solutions... (provision of child welfare

services) varies from unsatisfactory to
appalling.
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The situation v¡as aggravated by the fact that both
provincial and federal governments continued to
disclaim responsibility for the provision of such

services. Despite this apparent intransigence, there
vrere some small moves to provide service. rn British
columbia in the mid-1 950s, provincial district social
services offices began extending services to rndÍan
people, and about the same time a biLaterar agreement

between the federal and Ontario governments saw

services extended to rndian reserves in that province.

In ManÍtoba, a bilateral agreement was signed in
1966 which extended provinciar services to i4 rndian
bands in the southwest part of the province. over the
next i5 years, speciar agreements v¡ere signed with a

number of bands to permit them a greater rore in the
delÍvery of child and family services.

The jurisdictionar confrict between the two revers
of government has never been fuI1y resolved. Hovrever,

in 1979, the Hon. G. Garson, a magistrate from the
Manitoba Provinciar Judge's court ruled that it was the
legal responsibility and duty of the province to
provide child werfare services to rndian peopre, and

that ruling has not been overturned by higher courts.
To that point, it had been commonry understood that
Treaty rndians were the sole responsibility of the
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federal government and one which Indian people are

anxious to maintain. They argue that their special
relationship with the federal government via the

treaties is jeopardized by any attempt by the provinces

to intervene.

But extending provincial services was not the

solution it had been hoped for. Although services were

extended in the name of eguity, the move turned out to
be a double-edged sword. It invited ',open seasontt on

rndian families as their reserves hrere invaded by werr-
meaning but cultura}ly ignorant social workers from the

out-culture who v/ere appalled at the conditions they

encountered.

In hindsight, it was inevitable that the numbers

of rndian children removed from their families wourd

increase as child wel-fare services became extended to
the reserves. what could not have been foreseen was

the extent to which this occurred.

A 1 980 report on foster care and adoption in
Canada (Hepworth) revealed that while native people

accounted for approximately six per cent of the

countryrs population, more than 20 per cent of the

children in substitute care v¡ere Indian.

The disproportionate number of rndian chirdren in
care was especially apparent in Western Canada. In
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Alberta and saskatchevran, the ratio of native chirdren
in care to the provincial totar was 44 per cent and 64

per cent respectively. rn Manitoba, statistics for the
same period show rndian children comprising more than

32 per cent of all children in care (Johnston, 1993).

But that figure applies to Treaty fndians only. An

estimate of all children of native ancestry in
substitute care put that figure closer to 60 per cent
(Hepworth). For a status rndian chird, that means that
the chances of being in care is four and a harf times

greater than that of other children.
As disturbing as those figures may be, the

disposition of those children gives rise to an even-
greater cause for concern. Ànother study conducted in
1 983 (Johnston) showed that among status Indian
children in care in canada, a consistent average over

the last decade of about 75 per cent have been adopted

into non-native famiri-es. rn addition to adoptions,

there r^/ere massive foster home placements in non-rndian

homes.

In Manitoba, which until 1 982 was the only
canadian jurisdiction that stirr praced significant
numbers of native children in the United StaLes, a

Review committee on rndian and Metis Adoptions and

Pracements headed by Judge E.c. Kimerman found that 3g
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per cent of a1l Indian and 17 per cent of all Metis

children adopted in 1981 virere to families in the U.S.A.

fn addition to the statistics on over-

representation and disproportionate use of non-native

resources, there is some evidence - largely anecdotal

which suggests that outcomes for the native child in
care are less satisfactory than those for a non-native

child in care.

Children placed in care, regardless of race, have

a difficult time developing a strong and secure self-
identity and separation from parents has profound and

sometimes disastrous psychological conseguences for a

child (Bagley, 1 981 ). And when this is coupled with

either implicit or explicit cultural devaluation such

as in cross-culturaI placements, the identity struggle

is further compounded (McKenzie, 1983). This has led

Indian people to claim the practice is a form of

cultural genocide, based on cultural racism and the

devaluation of their culture.

REÀSONS FOR OYER.REPRESENTATTON

The literature is replete with theories and

explanations of the obvious imbalance of Lhe number of

Indian children in care. However, three generaÌ

factors can be delineated which in combination provide

the fullest explanation for this over-represent,ation:
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(1 ) poverty:' (2) culture or curtural misunderstanding,

and (3) colonization.

1. Indians and Poverty

The impoverished condition of native people in
generalr âs represented by substandard housing, poor

education and poor nutrition, is linked to feelings of
powerlessness, alcoholism, despair, famiry viorence and

child negrect, and is seen as a contributor to rndian
children taken into care (Asch | 1977; Zentner, 19731.

A 1972 study of American Ojibwa reserves (James)

argues that there is no longer a distinctive tribal
culture, that it has been suppJ-anted by a poverty sub-

culture¡ and that the modern rndian has more in common

with others of the l-ower-class poverty culture than

with the rndian ancestors. And the study asserts that
this curturar change cannot be reversed so that the ord

cuLture is rehabilitated.

In 'rThe Indian Identity Crisis" (1973), Zentner

describes this culture of poverty as invoki-ng the image

of a situationar and motivationar syndrome which has as

its central focus a greatly foreshortened temporal

perspective which centres on the present. It also

impries a rack of foresight and planning as werr as a

sense of alienation and powerlessness with respect to



occupationar-' social and political considerations. He
qoes on to say that it involves unskill_ed or semi_
skilled occupations; comparatively low and insecure
levels of income; an absence of standard levels of
comfort and social amenities; low levels of educational_
attainment, and a rack of famir-iarity with science and
technology.

These same symptoms, which are characterized by
feelings of powerlessness, meaninglessness,
normlessness, isolati.on and self_estrangement, are
widely reported in the literature. They are described
by Durkheim as ttanomie", by Marx as "arienation,, and by
Keniston as "estrangementr.

Whatever its label, poverty contributes to the
numbers of rndian children taken into care. poverty
produces stress and crises which are manifested by
abnormal or aberrant behavior, one resurt of which is
more Tndian people before the courts and in the jails.
This, in turn, produces greater surveillance by child
welfare systems (among others). Socia1 workers, being
overwhelmingly from the out-culture, emphasize material
factors when adjudging fitness of parents and the
native parent, with few material goods, does not
measure up.
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Another theory which ties into the poverty theme

is one which suggests that a lack of such services as

child welfare, family counselling, alcohol-ism treatment

and so on has resulted in neglect of fndian children

and their subsequent pÌacement in care (Zentner).

However, the statistics provide ample evidence of what

an increase in services has meant to Indian families.

Rather than look at prevention, this theory aga5-n

focuses on treatment and fails to address cultural

issues. It suffers with most similar theories which

seldom appear to recognize the structural causes of

poverty and unemployment or the discrimination which

Indian people face.

2. Cu1tural Differences

The provision of formal child welfare services in

Canada is vested in the hands of the dorninant culture,

which determines its mandate, rules and regulations and

act, in most casesr âs the delivery agent. As suchr it

stands to reason that it is steeped in dominant culture

values and judgements.

Tn order to more fully understand the necessity

for change in the manner in which child and family

services are provided to Indian peopler it is necessary

to gain an appreciation of the differences between

Indian culture and tradition and that of the mainstream
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of canadian societyr âS werr as to rook at some of the
differing approaches to chird rearing which may give
rise to the large number of apprehended Indian
chil-dren- This awareness is important in understanding
why methods used in the past (and in many areas are
still being used) are not successful.

The dominant curture in canada is one of European
or Anglo saxon derivation, which has its origins in the
prehistoric agricur-turar curtures of the Middre East.
rts moral principres are embodied in the protestant
work Ethic, in which salvati-on is achieved in the
afterlife as a result of diligent labor, stoic
suffering and righteousness during the earthly period.

rn "The rndian rdentity crisis'r, zentner describes
modern man as coming to regard the present as an
opportunity to depl0y his energies and resources in any
manner which will enhance the probabirity of real ízíng
future-linked goals, including the concept of a

christian afterrife. He undertakes to buird ever_more_
complex forms of corporate organization and to
manipurate others even as they manipulate him. His
units of action are cor-lective and corporate in form
and he lives in and for the future. Thi-s description
is supplemented by Kirkness in "rndians without Tipis,,
(9731, who says famiriar support of modern man is based
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on the nuclear family, that he values youth over â9êr

is interested in accumulation of material possessions

and attempts to control nature.

By contrast, the Indian culture is described in
terms of the Pre-Neolithic Ethic which centres on the

concept of a man who, through a dream or a vision, has

acquired supernatural powers from Nature, who shares

freely with others the material benefits accruing to
him through such powers; who is intensely concerned

with his ohrn spiritual welfare and who respects the

spiritual individuality of others; who avoids

manipulating others and resists being manipulated by

them, and who is sensj-tive to the qualitative and

emotional aspects of Iife and experience. This ethic
includes a conception of the ideal character traits
sanctioned in the traditionar curture which mani-fests

itself in the form of personalized rather than

collectively defined standards of conduct. ft is seen

as a continuing cyclical process which takes place in
the here and now.

Indian culture is seen as perceivi_ng time as

unimportant, that the concept of today and of the

present is overriding; that it favors patience over

action; has a broader concept of the extended family;
has great respect for eLders and tradition; is inclined
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towards giving rather than saving, and rives in balance
with nature.

These vi-ews are shared by an American professor,
Dr. John Bryde in ',Modern Indian psycho1ogy,,, (1971)

who cites the five great rndian values as: bravery;
individuar freedom; generosity and sharing; adjustment
to nature, and good advice from rndian wisdom. By

contrast, he sees dominant-culture varues as: material
achievement or money, success, activity and work; being
moral; herping others who need help; efficiency and

productivity; progress; material comfort; eguality;
freedom; external conformity; science; nationalism and

patriotism, and democracy.

In'rThe New Indians" (196g), Steiner says: ,'Work

for the Tribar rndian was, and is, secondary to riving.
His has been the 'reverence for rife, that Albert
schweitzer spoke of in tribar men in Africa, not the
reverence for work. His has not been the calvinist
belief that work is the source of goodness, or
happiness, or success. "

And almost two centuries àgat Long, in his diary
entitled "voyages and Travels of An rndian rnterpreter
and Trader" (1791I, wrote of the Ïroguois: ,,...they

laugh when you talk to them of obedience to kings; for
they cannot reconcile the idea of submission with the
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dignity of men. Each individuar is a sovereign in his
own mind; and as he conceives he derives his freedom

from the Great spirit arone, he cannot be induced to
acknowledge any other power. "

All of this reads to a perception of rndian people

by white society which includes:

o an apparent inability to comprehend and to accept

the values, the technorogies and the organizationar
forms of their conguerors;

o imbued with a mystical concept of destiny;
o lack an appreciation of the importance of time;
o seek to apprehend truth by means of affective rather

than cognitive and empirical criteria;
o they are profligate with money and fail to

understand its ress-immediatery-obvious economic

utility and social functions;
o their lack of foresight and coordinated pranning

allegedly borders on 1aziness and improvidencei

o devoid of rogic and rationality in their approach to
life and its problems;

o prone to share freely with others, food crothing and

shelter;

o evidence of spiritual individuarity and a moral

indifference to the welfare of others. (steiner,
1 969. )
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A marked difference to chird rearing and the
rerationship of rndian children to their community and
environment is also evident between the two societies.
This, too, provides explanation as to why Indian
children may be raberled as negrected and in need of
substitute care.

whire Britain was in the midst of the rndustriar_
Revolution when children were arr but sr-aves to the
mining and manufacturing industrj_es, Long (17911 was

writing in his diary: "...from their infant state they
(rndian parents) endeavour to promote an independent
spirit; they are never known to beat or scord them...on
arl 0ccasions they avoid anything compursive, that the
freedom with which they wish them to think and act may

not be controuled (sic).,, This is echoed by the
Geographic Board of canada in 1 91 3 which wrote: ,,The

prevalent idea that the rndian chird grows up without
instruction is entirery wrong, arthough it may be said
he grows up practically without restraint, as
instruction and obedience are enforced by morar suasion
alone, physical punishment very rarely going beyond a

mere slap in a moment of anger. As aggressiveness and
the idea of individuar ownership are ress strong with
the rndian than with his white brother, so quarrers are
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ress freguent among the children and fighting is armost

unknown. . . tt

Almost half a century 1ater, Hawthorn (19661, in a

wide-ranging survey of contemporary rndians in canada,

found that chird-rearing conditions were much the same

seldom is a child punished and discipline is
primarily protective and roose. As soon as the child
reaches the age of mobility, he or she i-s considered a

person and is left relatively free to create and

explore the environment, developing a sense of
independence and autonomy with minimar age-graded

behaviorar expectations. Arthough as the chird grows

older, he or she may be ridiculed for fairing to meet

expectations, there is limited stimulation or feedback

from adults.

This difference does not go unnoticed by rndian
people- According to a Mowhawk youth reader, shirley
witt ( 1 968 ) , "we do not restrict chirdren the way non-

rndians do. Let the chirdren learn about the world.
Let him stumbre and farl and learn to get up. rf he

needs help' herp him, but don't stand over him with a

psychologicar test and punish him everytime he disobeys
Dr. spock. Thatrs the rndians' usuaÌ attitude. some

people say itrs too permissive. But the child grows up

to be strong and independenÈ."
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Given those attitudes, it is not difficult to
understand that native children are different than

their non-native counterparts. contrasted with the
Puritan Ethic which reguires obedience, discipline and

strict accountability, the rndian way appears to be

extremely l-ax and with much ress parentar contact. A

native parent who gives a child the freedom to roam and

exprore and learn from the environment may be perceived

by the out-culture as one who abandons or neglects.
And, of course, the native child who is less attentive
and disciplined in school or in other mixed-culture
situations is easily singled out as different and

perhaps "bad".

rt is no wonder that sociar workers who have no

adequate knowledge of the differing varues, customs and

traditions of native peopre makes comparisons to
famiriar values, customs and traditions and labels the
rndian \,irays as $¡rong or aberrant and thus feel_s obliged
to apprehend the children to provide a "better',
lifestyle.

The key to understanding fndian child rearing,
according to wax (1972), writing in ,'Nutrition, Growth

and Development of American rndian childrenr" is that
it is person oriented and that the nature of this
upbringing is such as to place great value on
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rerationships with other people in the community and to
place negligibre varue on objects. Thus the child
rearns to define him- or herserf in rerationship to
other people and not in relationship to such

abstractions as ttcareert' or ttoccupation" or 'moneyr,.
while reformers stress objects, rndians stress personal
relationships.

However, lest the tenor of this look at culturar
differences reinforce the stereotype of the "noble
savage", it must be pointed out that there is much

question as t.o how much of the rndian culture has

survived. rn a study of the rndians of British
columbia, Hawthorn (195g) reports: ,'...wê have arrived
at the conclusion that no customary actions, elements

of belief or attitude, knowredge or techniques, have

been transmitted from earlier generations to the
present without major alterations.',

Zentner sees an ,,advanced state of anomie,' on

rndian reserves, characterized by: high rates of chird
neglect; alcoholism; mj_nor crime; truancy;
illegitimacy; divorce; marital or occupational
maladjustments; accidents, and other forms of
dependency. He says as a type of sociar structure
which is highly conducive to such a state, the typicar
reserve is perhaps unigue. He identifies the
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structural elements which have contributed to this
unigueness as: an underlying residue of a hunter-
gatherer type of curture with an overray of thin veneer

of disparate ideological, technological and

organizational elements which have been borrowed or
arbi-trarily imposed on an ad hoc basis from the

dominant society.

The differing views and perceptions of Indian
curture serve to reinforce the tenuousness of arguments

based on these differences and the difficulty of the

out-culture in attempting to prescribe ameriorative
action.

3. The Impact of Colonialism

From the sixteenth century on, European rulers
began to build extensive colonial empires. Spanish

priests and conquistadores, French trappers, Bri.tish,
Portuguese, rtalian and Dutch adventurers spread out
across the worId, enslaving or decimating whole

populations, craiming contror of vast lands and sending

tribute home to their monarchs.

Colonialism was later rationalized by cultural
arrogance spawned by Darwints "natural selection,,
theory which, although chiefly concerned with
biologicar evolution, had distinct social and political_
overtones which were quickly grasped. ft was only a
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short leap to the idea that whole societies evolve
according to the same laws of selection.

Àccording to Fanon ( 1 963 ), there are five stages

of colonization

1. Pre-contact

2. Invasion (in this case, settÌement)

3. Maintenance and consolidation of power

4. Recovery (this is a stage where violence
which may be inner or outer directed __ most

often occurs )

5. Return to transformed state.
These steps of coronialism were repeated across

the globe' including North America. However, unlike
the situation in the united states, canadian rndians
were not, by and large, subjugated by force. Their
lands and their labor v¡ere nonethel_ess exploited to
feed the gaping maw of imperialism. As a "Iess_
developed" race, they were simpry used and swept aside.

colonialism is strongly rooted in assimirative
strategy and devaluation of fndian culture,
perpetuating existing patterns of inferiority and

dependence. rt serves to reinforce the low status of
the subordinate group, not onry in the perceptions of
the col-onizer, but also the colonized {Hudson,

McKenzie, 1 981 ).
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rnstitutionar racism, which invorves the raws and

rel-ationships that are buirt into major social
institutions, act to promote existing inequarity and

the sociar exclusion of minority groups, can obviousry
be tied to coronialism (Anderson, Frideres, 19g1).
Human services organizations are seen as failing to
recognize rndian cultural rights and practices, thus
discriminating against them. The institutions act as

controlling agents for the dominant society,
reinforcing acculturation through cur-turarly biased
enforcement of regulations and Acts (Ga1per, 1975¡

Leonard ' 1966) - This would herp to exprain why so many

children are placed in non-rndian care where it might
be expected that cultural differences would be

expunged.
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Chapter 3

An Important First Step

As has been seen, the method of delivery of child
and family services to rndian peopre, although a fairly
recent occurrence, has resulted in a disproportionate
number of rndian children taken into substitute care,

placement in non-native homes and poor outcomes for the

children.

As Indian people became conscious of this
situation, their concerns v¡ere primarily two-fo1d: (1)

the method of service derivery which brought about this
plight and, (21 the most important, the effects of
large-scale removar of rndian children to non-rndian

resources. This effect was angriry rabelled 'rcuLtural
genocide". These concerns red to intensive robbying of
governments and planning by rndian organizations to
undertake control of their own child and family
services.

And their efforts eventually
the Dakota Oj ibwa Tribal Council

one a contribution agreement with

Canada to fund the establishment

family services program, and the

bore fruit. In 1981,

signed two agreements,

the Government of

of their own child and

other with the



Government of Manitoba which effectively deregated
responsi-birity for provision of chird and family
services to a new chj_ld caring agency with full
authority under the child welfare Act of Manitoba. The

new entity was calred the Dakota oj ibwa chird and

Family services (DocFS) agency and it came into being
in Ju1y, 1 981 .

rn February of the for-r-owing year, the tri-partite
canada-Manitoba-rndian chÍrd welfare Agreement was

signed. This agreement identified the general
principles, processes and financial arrangements for
the provision of on-reserve rndian child werfare,
related family services and juvenile probation
services. It also made provision for the signing of
subsidiary agreements which would encompass 25 bands.
ïn April' 1982, subsidiary agreements were signed with
the southeast, vlest Region and rnterrake Tribal
councils- These agreements provided for executive or
implementive contror over service delivery, but not
regisrative or judicial contror (i.e. there v¡as no
provision for tribar courts, nor was there an rndian
child welfare act). In February, 1983, a Northern
rndian child l,rerfare Agreement was signed to provide
similar service delivery arrangements for zs northern
Manitoba reserves.
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A component of the agreements was provision for
the education and training of rndian peopre to be the
front-line der-ivery agents on the reserves. Dakota

oj ibwa child and Family services contracted with the
Manitoba Department of Labor to provide traini_ng
through its New careers program. The other southern
tribal councils er-ected to contract with the uni_versity
of Manitoba for a program which would offer credit
towards a bachelor of sociar work degree for successful
trainees- The trai-ning was to combine cr-assroom

instructi-on and on-site tutoriars along with on-the-job
training.

Each of the tribat councils estabrished a rocal
chil-d werfare committee on each reserve, and the
chairpersons of those committees comprised the
incorporated child care committee. The

responsibilities of these committees, as outrined under
the tri-partite agreements, included:',services
normally provided under the child Ï^relfare Act that
i-ncorporate the traditionar beliefs, values and customs
(of Indian people)...',

These agreements in effect recognized the
importance of culturar and value consistency in the
administration of acts and regulations pertaining to
rndian child and family services. Arthough the
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standards were to remai-n the same as for the rest of
the province, the agreements provided for perceptions
and subjective judgments used in implementation of
those standards to be based on the culture of the
people being served.

rndian peopre are struggling for a system of chird
and family services delivery which is pararler to that
enjoyed outside the reserve; one which recognizes their
culture, heritage and traditions and which is
answerable to the people of the reserve. The

devolution of services to rndian control is one part of
the process of decolonization and, in some respects,
can be said to be the leading edge of it.
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Sumrnary

There can be little guestion that the
disproportionate number of rndian and native chirdren
who are in substitute care establishes the need for
change in the administration and dei-ivery of chird and
family services. The issue in chird werfare is the
same as that for "recovery,, phases for aII other
aspects of rndian life - towards decol0ni zing the
relationship.

There is great commonarity between the two peopres
by sheer virtue of their humanity. However, the
differences of culture and class status and, most
importantry, power relationships, can onry be ignored
at our own perir. The fact that these differences have
been ignored for so long has brought us to our current
state and reinforces the need and important of remedial
action.

The important first step has been taken. The
devolution of responsibirity for the delivery of chird
and family services to rndian controi- is an attempt to
recognize those differences and to counter their
deLeterious effect both on rndian chirdren and on the
future of Indian people.
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PART II

THE PRACTTCUM

Introduction

rt is in the context of child and famiry services
operated by Indian agencies for Indian people as a

Ieading edge of decolonization that the practicum

described in this section took pIace. The concern of
the author \^'as focused on some of the difficurties
which were being experienced in the early stages of
this process and on barriers to its success.

Potentially these are many, and inciude resistance to
change from mainstream agencies and from the crient
group, adeguacy of funding and, of course, the leve1 of
service which these new agencies might be expected to
deliver.

The focus of the author in the practicum and in
this report is specifically toward the role of the

naÈj-ve line social worker as a central part of
successful service delivery and hence the success of
the entire process. special attention is given to the
stresses experienced by these workers and what measures

might be implemented to counter the effects of stress
and to support them in carrying out their central role.



Description of the practicum

Às partial fulfilrment of the reguirements of a

Master of Social Work degree, a practicum \¡¡as

undertaken involving a comprehensive review and
evaluation of one of the native child care agencies and
programs in Manitoba.

The objectives of that evar-uation hrere to:
o determine the effectiveness of the native

child and family services program in relation
to its stated goals and objectives and to
critically examine issues and probLems in the
deÌivery of service;
identify the pressures on the front_line
native social workers and to identify supports
reguired by these workers;

o sharpen and enhance the author,s skills in
program evaluation.

The reviev/ process included evaluation design,
data collection, statistical analysis, conducting
interviews of staff and community members, evar-uating,
drawing conclusions, making recommendations and
participating in the preparation of an eval-uation
report.

fn addition, in the professional capacity as a
fierd instructor attached to another rndian tribal
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council which was engaged in similar provision of
service' the author was in constant contact with the
rndian social work trainees and was abr-e to gather
extensive information both as an observer and
anecdotally concerning the pressures placed on them
from a variety of sources and which impacted on their
ability to perform their duties.

The evaluation of the one program, coupled with
reguÌar visits to rndian communi-ties, meetings with
10ca1 child care staff and their committees, agency
staff and supervisors, arong with contact with other
fiel-d instructors engaged in simirar work, formed the
basis of this practicum and gave rise to its special
focus on the stresses experienced by these new nati_ve
social work trainees.

Methodology

During the early stages of the author's empl0yment
as a field instructor with the native child and famiry
services program, it v¡as recognized that the trainees
were experiencing difficur-ties that r¡¡ere unique to
their studi_es and employment.

rn consultation with the practicum Advisor, it was
decided that the maintenance of a field di.ary would be
an Ínvaluable aid for recording observations made of
interactions with the trainees- Àccordingly, factual



data concerning discussions with the trainees (such as

the trainee being upset about having to apprehend a

relativets child or expressing concern over rines of
responsibility) were entered, along with pertinent
information greaned from meetings with child care
committees and other residents of the community. Each

community visit was recorded in detair and provided a

"running recordtt of meetings and conversations with
significant personnel.

An average of 1 B meetings/interviews was held with
each of 11 trainees over a two_year period, both
formarry and informalry. This was augmented by
discussions with trai-nees from other tribal- councils
which provided comparative data.

Through systematic content analysis of the fierd
diary, information was compiled as it rel-ated to the
areas of stress. rf a particular stressor was

mentioned more than four times, it was considered to be

an area of particular concern and became a specific
category of stress. For instance, if the lack of
crarity of roles and responsibirities was identified
four times, it was deemed to be a major category.
Because of the numbers of stressors identified, it was

necessary to arbitrariry establish four as the cut_off
point to distinguish major stressors from lesser ones.
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fn addition, during the course of the program
evaluation of the native child care agency, arJ. l0car
child and family services staff (a total of 16,) r¡rere
formally interviewed and a questionnaire was compreted
for each- A portion of the guestionnaire attempted to
elicit data regarding stressors. These questions
included:

o how does the job relate to other people,s
roles (i.e. agency, workers, band

employees ) ?

o how would you describe the workload (i.e.
manageable, difficult, unmanageable) ?

Explain.

o problem areas of job _ specifics (i.e.
working with relatives as clients, workíng
in own cornmunity).

o issues that need to be attended to.
who are you accountable to? (What

difficulties if any are there with the
system?) - how are differences worked out?

o with so many people involved in the system
(agency, ì_oca1 child care committees, co_
workers, crients) who do you ansr¡¡er to and
for what?

o decision-making - what decisions are made
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at local leve1 (i.e. is it clear who makes

what decisions - personnel, case

management, community programming) ?

o what problems are encountered with this
system?

o Child V{elfare Act, regulations and policies
- examples of when they are inappropriate.

o Conclusion - what could use improvement and

how would this happen?

The questionnaire then became part of the

formative evaluation as part of this process. In
addition to guestions of stressors, it also addressed

the following areas of specific interest to this study:
A. Background and Job Description

1. Previous experience

2. Educational background

3. Method of hiring
4. Job description

B. Job Function

1. Workload and working conditions
2. Strengths and weaknesses in job

3. Accountability

C. Loca1 Control and Decision Making

1. Decision-making process
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2. Strengths and weaknesses of local
committee

3. Freguency of meetings

D. General Overview of Agency

E. Training

1. past experience

2. Needs

F. Child Welfare Act

1. Applicability

2. Difficulties
Through this process, both guantitative data

(usually statistical in nature) and gualitative data
(usually subjective, involving opinion and judgement)

were collected- The opportunity of being both an

observer in one setting and a participant-observer in
another served to strengthen t,he data corlected, and
provided the writer with additional insights which
might not have been forthcoming in strictry an observer
role. rn addition, it enabled the writer to provide
counselling and support assistance to the trainees in
dearing with the stresses which they encountered.

Personal Evaluation

The training program through the university and

through which the author was employed was set up so

that students came from their reserves to winnipeqr for
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one week of training and then returned to the reserves
for six to eight weeks during which they v¡ere expected
to put their training into practice. This cycle
continued f or two years. During the ti-me they v/ere on

the job, it was the author's responsi.birity to visit
each trainee (11 trainees _ 10 reserves) to assist them

with the crassroom material, to provide support and
counselling and to provide guidance and consultation
for their casework.

As such, serf-evaruation v¡as an on-gioing process
in the form of feedback from students concerning the
training course, its cultural relevance and its
practical apprication. During these visits, meetings
were held' both formarly and informarJ.y, with the chief
and council, the studentst co-v¡orkers (e.g. arcohol
rehabilitation workers, community hearth workers,
etc- ), the child care committees and clients who arso
provided important feedback.

rn order to ensure the students received training
that met university standards while at the same time
was relevant, constant monitori-ng and self-evaluation
occurred. Assistance in the form of personal
evaluation and feedback was given on a regurar basis by
the Program Director, who was arso the primary advisor
for the purposes of the practicum.
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During the program evaluation, the writerrs
progress was evaluated through meetings of the

evaluation team which provided feedback and criticism,
as did the interviev¡ees during the course of the
proj ect.
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Chapter 4

The Program Evaluation

Canada I s first Indian-controlled and -operated child

and family services agency commenced operation in Manitoba

in i 981 , a response to generations of neglect by the

dominant culture followed by a period in which itinerant

social workers, painfully unaware of cultural differences,

community standards of child care or of traditj-onaI

resources and supports available on the reserves, intervened

with repeated apprehension of Indian children and subseguent

permanent placement of them in non-Indian substitute care.

The objectives of this new agency Ì{ere to:

1. carry out the duties of a child caring agency as

outlined in the Child Welfare Act of Manitoba;

2. strengthen and unify Indian families who are

members of the tribal council bands;

3. place Indian children coming into care of the

agency within their own comnunities or with native

families within Manitoba;

4. assist in returning local children to their

families or bands if they were previ-ously placed

in the care of a traditional child-caring agency

and/or placed outside of Manitoba;
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develop preventive services for the prevention of
circumstances requiring the protective placement

of chil-dren.

rn its third year, the rndian agency reguested a review
of its operations, not because of major concerns with the
program, but as an opportunity to criticarly reflect on

program accomplishments and needs. with funding provided by

the Department of rndian Affairs and Northern Deveropment

(DTAND), the evaruation was undertaken by professors pete

Hudson and Brad McKenzie of the Manitoba school of sociar
work, supported by student vern Morrisette and this writer.

The terms of reference of the evaluation i-ncruded:

1. Based on a revj-ew of relevant program documents

and interviews wj-th program managers, regional
DIAND staff, regional board members of the agency,

chiefs and front-Iine workers, describe the

original and current rationale, purpose and

objectives of the agency.

2. Examj-ne and assess the agency's delivery of
services to Indian families, focusing on the

following considerations :

- a description of the services received in the

following areas: prevention/development,

protection, placement and adoption, emergency

5.
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3.

assistance and crisis intervention, and other

significant service elements;

- an examination of the roles and relationships
between: band-level workers and the child care

committees; the local community to the regional
structure, including local staff Lo regional
staff and local committee to regional committee;

the child care committee to chief and band

counci-ls, and the agency to the tribal council;

- an examination of the procedures for the

evaluation of staff at al_l levelsr âS well as an

assessment of the two previous training programs

for l-ine staff. Procedures and plans for
general staff development will precede an

examination of the issue of on-going training of
staff;

a description of the general level-s of
resourcing of the agency, the methods of funding

in terms of timing and flexibility, and the

relationship between funding and mutual

accountability of the three levels of
government.

Describe the existing mandate of the agency for
the provision of services to its off-reserve
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members, a werl as existing and possibre protocols
between the agency and other child-caring
agencies.

Describe the relationship of the agency and

external bodies such as other child-caring
agencies, the Child tle1fare Directorate and the
Ministry, other rndian child and FamiÌy services
agencies.

Provide a written report of findings and

conclusions of the overall effectiveness and

success of the program, and suggestions for
improvement, related to the general purpose and

goals, and the program's administration, if
appropriate.

rnasmuch as that evaruation \¡ras completed and the final
report produced in June, 1gg4, it wirl not play any further
part in this practicum report. The second objective of this
writerrs participation in that evaruation - to identify the
pressures on the front-line rndian sociar workers and to
identify supports reguired by these workers - will form the
foundation upon which the remainder of this report is based.

4.

5.
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Chapter 5

Observations

The specific program focus of this practicum was

predicated on the assumption that the native sociar work

trainees r^¡ere a vital component of the assumption of service
delivery. At the outset, there was evidence - largely
anecdotal - that there was a high attrition rate among

trainees, which red Èo the authorts decision to focus

special attention on this question. A hiqh turnover rate
wourd naturarly be potentially damaging for the continued
existence of community-based service detivery. Therefore,
it was of prime importance to establish whether there was an

abnormal turnover and, if sor to determine its underlying
causes and pose some potential remedies.

During the evaruation of the rndian child and famiry
services referred to previousry, j_t was determined that of
the original 16 positions which erere filled as of February,
1 981 , only six remained occupied by the same person by June

30,1984.

The turnover rate was as follows:
February, 1981 - June 30, 19g2 2 staff
July 1, 1982 - June 30, 1983 2 staff
JuIy 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984 9 staff
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This represents a turnover rate of approximatery g1 per

cent over the period studied t or approximately 27 per cent
on an annual basis.

By comparison, in 19Bz-83, Manitoba community services
and corrections reported a staff turnover rate of nine per

cent, of which approximately one-third was due to maternity
leave. This rate was considered to be unusuarly high, with
the norm being estimated at around four per cent per annum.

That wourd mean that the attrition rate for trainees of the
agency \,rras almost seven times higher than the accepted norm.

Although it must be noted that three of the 16 staff changes

invorved promotions, nevertheless, 13 staff had left the
agency, either voluntarily or involuntarily.

Through the program evaluation, intervi-ews with
trainees and other interested parties, and study of the
field diary, it was possibre to identify possible causar

links between this abnormal rate of attrition and high
degrees of stress encountered by the trainees.

categories of these stresses were compired by noting
the number of times specific occurrences v¡ere identified by

trainees as being stressfur to them and that these stresses
were of a recurring nature.
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Categories of Stress

rn the course of the practicum, five broad categories

of stress r¡rere identif ied, and they were crassif ied as

follows:

1. Lack of Skills/workload Reguirements

2. Multiple Accountabii_ity or Systemic

3. Environmental

4. Cultural

5. Personal

These categories are by no means discrete; neither or
they precise, as it was sometimes difficult to arbitrariry
assign a particurar example to one category. Because of
this r rìo attempt was made to guantify these particurar
categories in terms of which type induced the greatest
amount of stress. Therefore, it was not possibre to rank

the five categories in any particular ord.er.

A. Lack of Skilts/Workload Reguirements

The success or failure of community-based service
delj-very is heavily dependent. upon the rine social workers

who are the actuar deriverers of the service. As such, it
follows that inadeguateJ_y prepared workers not only
jeopardize the program but also place greater stress on the
workers themselves.

The program developed for the training of native social
workers courd certainry be described as rigorous. rt
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consisted of four major components: classroom instruction;
on-site assignments; field instruction, and on_site chird
welfare duties. As a uni.versity certificate progiram,

standards acceptable to the uni-versity had to be estabr_ished
and achieved- These incruded crasses of 35-hour duration to
achieve 3.0 credit hours for each class and maintenance of a

c+ average based on a grading system congruent with
university standards.

The classroom reguirements alone wourd appear to be

arduous for the normal high school graduate entering
university. However, of the staff of the agency which was

evaluated, 36 per cent had less than a Grade 12 education,
compared to only nine per cent for three rural non-native
agencies used for comparative purposes. (when we rook at
front-Iine workers about whom this paper is about, it should
be noted that statistics used include supervisory and

management staff in a1l cases. ) Of 37 sÈudents entered in
the university certificate program, more than 7s per cent
had ress than a Grade 10 education. As welr, more than 81

per cent of workers in the agency studied had no university
degree, compared to only 23 per cent in the non-rndian
agencies. And the latter agencies had atmost five times as

many workers with sociar work degrees. (see Tabre 1 )
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COMPARISON OF STAFF QUALIFICATTONS*

MSW BSW Other Grade 12
Degree Or More

Agency in Study
Agency X (other Indian)
Agency A (non-Indian)
Agency B (non-Indian) 1

Agency C (non-Indian)

* fncludes Regional Staff

121
034
7 16 7
1 14 1

6 13 3

10
4
7
3
2

Less Than
Grade 12

8
B

2
0
0

Source: Final Report, Evaluation of Indian Child and
Family Services Agency, June, 1994

of course, these students were not expected to perform

solery in the academic realm; they arso had caseloads to
manage on the reserves which were not dissimilar from those

of experienced professionals with considerabry more formal
education. For instance, the program evaluation reveared a

total caseload for the agency of 629 cases as of March 31,

1984, broken down as follows:
FamiJ-y Service 264

Adoption 1 9

Brief Service 115

Active Foster Homes 48

Foster Homes Under Study 68

Children in Care 1 1 5

This translates into an average caseload of
approximately 40 for each worker. Hovrever, looking only at
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children in care and famiry services workloads and comparing

them to those of a more-established, non-rndian child
welfare agency, the rndian agency workers had a somewhat

lower caseload (See Table 21.

whire experience can, in many \.Jays, make up for a lack
of formal education, the statistics in Tabre 3 show that 59

per cent of staff in the agency under review had ress than

three years of experience compared to 31.5 per cent in the
non-rndian agencies used for comparison. However, it must

be pointed out that these figures could be even more

dramaticr âs the tabre incrudes regionar and supervisory
staff who courd not be separated out of the statistics. The

non-rndian agencies used for comparison were rural_-based

Manitoba agencies.

TABLE 2

COMPARTSON OF AVERAGE CASELOADS

Agency in Study Non-Indian Agency

Family Care 264 5OgChildren in Care 115 2n_

TOTAL 379 7BO

No. of Line Staff 16 29
Average Caseload 23 27

source: Final Report, Evaruation of rndian chird
and Family Services Agency, June, 1gg4
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These figures indicate that agency staff are at a

serj-ous disadvantage as compared to workers in other

agencies j-n terms of educational qualifications and

experience. Yet they v¡ere expected to manage roughly

comparable casel-oads while at the same time undertaking a

ri-gorous training program.

The lack of skills also surfaces in the training aspect

of the native social- workerrs position and is also

potentially stressful, especially for the 36 per cent of

workers with less than Grade 12 education. It is difficult

to expect people with limited education to perform at

university-leveI expectations.

TABLE 3 ---.--
COMPARTSON OF STAFF EXPERIENCE*

lvlore Than 7-9 Yrs. 4-6 Yrs. 1-3 Yrs. Less Than
10 Years 1 Year

Agency in Study
Agency X
Agency A
Agency B
Agency C

1

0
22
12

5

4
3
5
7
5

12
11

6
4
7

4
3
6
5
5

1

2
2
1

3

* Includes Regional Staff

Source: Final Report, Evaluatj-on of Indian Child
and Family Services Agency, June, 1984

Because of these limitations, General Education

Development (G.E.D. - Grade 12 equivalency) ÍÁras added to the

training program and an j-nstructor rÁras hired to deliver this
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component. This was additional work for those who did not
have their senior matriculation and meant they had to do

extra educational assignments in addition to regular
classroom work and their caseloads.

Language arso posed a problem for several workers, with
Èraining and supervision conducted in Engrish onry. rn one

particular case of a student with onry limited use of the
language, fellow students attempted to translate classroom

instructj-on and found themselves farring behind in their
studies. As a resuLt, the student eventually had to leave
the program.

As we1I, both the training and the duties of a social
worker require basic written ranguage skills and in the case

of many trainees, this $/as a skilr which was lacking, making

performance difficult and stressful.
Much of the difficurty caused by lack of skirls can be

attributed to the hiring pracLices of the agencies and the
individuar local chitd care committees. on reserves, where

unempJ-oyment rates are considerably higher than for the rest
of society, these sociar work positions are greatly coveted.
rn more than one instance, the jobs were given to people who

$¡ere related to or who are friends with the povrer structure
on the reserve with no regard to academic gualifications or
job aptitude.
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ïn one instance, a chiefrs relative was hired as the
local child care worker. she had an extreme arcohoi_ probrem
and was unable to function or to carry out her
responsibilities. However, she could not be removed or
assi-sted to get treatment as the chief did not want anyone
else in that position- Another exampre was of a local
committee composed mainly of younger men who hired another
man on the basis of friendship and wourd support him no
matter what he did- A neighboring reserve car-led the
university and the tribar councir, insisting the man be ret
qo because he was traveling to their reserve, taking out
teenaged girls and supplying them with arcohor. A meeting
was held with the chir-d care committee and members of the
nearby reserve, but the worker received only a reprimand.
ïn another instance, the rocal committee kept insisting the
band worker was not doing her job, but when pressured courd
provide little evidence, but did cite the fact the worker
was not a Treaty rndian (she was a band member who 10st her
status through marriage) - The worker finarly succumbed to
pressure and malicious gossip from the community and
resigned- At that poi.nt, a relative of three members of the
committee was appointed something the worker suspected
r^/as behind her ouster.

The university had no control over who became a
studentr âs it had been agreed that whomever was selected at
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the local lever wourd be trained. Thus, some of the
studenLs hired had no idea of what the job entailed and
r¡¡erenrt prepared to do this kind of work, nor were they
prepared to cope with the demands of training both in class
and on the job.

some students perceived their function in their new job
as "poÌicing" - arl they had to do was to check on peopre to
make sure they I¡itere at home looking after their children
and they fert they didn't need a rot of training to be able
to do that- rt prompted reactions such as ,,f know how to do
my job on my reserve" as werr as absenteeism in crass,
failure to comprete assignments and resistance to rearning
new ski11s.

of course, the students were not the onry ones who did
not know what the program entailed. rn some instances,
child care committees, chiefs and councirs would not be
avrare of what skills \dere necessary to be a child care
worker. Because they \¡¡ere unfamiriar and uncrear about what
the job should be, there was confusion about rores and
responsibilities. For instance, often the worker wour_d be
wanted to "fix" problems with juveniles, but no one had any
suggestions or ideas horv that might be done. workers wour_d
be accused of not doing their job when probrems stirl
existed "we told you about that kid months ago and still
you have done nothing". There was little understanding at
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the rocal rever about how much the worker courd do or
appreciation of the limited resources availabre and, many

times, there were simpJ-y no crear ansvrers to perceived
problems.

Another difficurty for these workers is the fact that
their formal training is interspersed with on-the-job
training. I,Ihen the workers are not in the crassroom, they
are performing the normal duties of a social worker, thus
having rimited time to study or to work on cl-assroom
assiqnments. And in most instances, whire workers were away
at class, work was accumulating back on the reserve.

There are other problems associated with training which
are of lesser concern but which stirr contribute to erevated
stress Ievels, such as pressures associated v¡ith being away
from home, rack of familiarity with training rocations,
travel logistics and the lack of time available with fierd
instructors.

B. MULTTPLE ACCOUNTABTLITY STRESS

Any new program can be expected to contain certain
"bugs" which need to be worked out over Lime, The native
child and family services programs is not exceptional in
this regard, although due to the unigueness of the
circumstances and the fact that there are no established
models after which it may be patterned, the start-up
problems might be expected to be greater than the norm. The
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rndian child and family services programs involve many key

stakeholders, each with specific expectations and each

making demands on the programs. They include:
o The federal government as the source of funding for

the program and as the entity charged under the
Constitution and the Indian Act with the

responsibility for Indian people;

o The provincial government as the legislated
authority for the provision of child and family
services in Manitoba;

o The tribal councils as the elected regionaJ_

authority on the reserves which comprise the council
area;

o The band as the erected locar authority on the

reserve;

o The child and family services agencies -- which,

although incorporated entities distinct from the tribal
councils, are stirl dependent and ansv¡erabre to the

councils; they have the delegated responsibirity for
the provision of child and family services;

o The Child care committees on each reserve, and

The people of the reserves, who are the ultimate
benefactors of the program.

Arthough the line sociar worker does not dear directly
with each of these entities, the pressures they apply may be



fert down the chain of command. For the rndian social_

worker trainee, formar direct pressure begins with the
tribal council and the regional committee of the agency.
The regionar committee has the legal mandate for service
delivery which it deregates, through an executive director,
to a regional management team. Adminis-trative matters,
including poricy deveropment, staffing and budgeting, are
supposedly handled at the regional level.

At the local rever, the appointed or elected chird
committees are supposed to have primary responsibirity
case management and prevention programming.

care

for

This division of responsibilities varies through the
four tribal council areas and is by no means a rigid one.
For instance, hiring practices are unclear. Local-

committees undertake much of the local hiring with no input
from the regional rever. This causes confusion as there is
a lack of communi-cation about the process. This gives rise
to the situation referred to in the previ-ous section when

sound hiring practices may not always be followed. Thi_s has

also led to other problems, such as who is responsibre for
disciplining staff, for conducting staff evaluations and for
ensuring that staff carry out their responsibirities?

As welI, decisions made by the regionar worker and the
child care committee would be overturned by the chief and

council for what appeared to be purely political reasons.
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one example was a decisi-on to fire a trainee who, after
numerous chances, demonstrated an inability to function at
the reguired revel. The chief and council erected not to
fire the person, but instead opted for a two_week

suspension- The inconsistency of disciplinary action was
referred to several times during the course of the agency
evaluation.

This inconsisi:ency v¡as magnified by the number of
people the trainee was responsible to, either formalì_y or
informally, as wel-1 as differing policies bet'een child and
family agrencies. For instance, the trainees are employed by
the rndian chird caring agency which is organized on a

regional tribal counci-l basis buL are responsibre to this
regional structure. Hor,¡ever, the bands consi.der them to be
their employees and attempt to exercise power over them as
wel1. fühen you add the regional comnittee, the executive
director, the regi-onal supervisors, the field and classroom
instructors 

' as well as the crients and the cornnunity at
large, the possibility or probabirity -- of confusi_on is
amplified.

In the absence of clearly defined roles and

responsibilities, the potential for conflict is obvious as
is the potential for stressful v¡orking conditions for the
trainees- conflicts arose over such matters as the locar
committee giving a v¡orker the day off , but the tribar-
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council insisting the worker attend a meeting, to rarger
program issues such as committees deciding not to apprehend

a child and then regional workers and tribat council
executives overturning that decision and picking up the

child without consultj-ng the committee or the line worker.

c. ENVTRONMENTAL STRESS

Environmental stress for the trainees revolves around

the fact that they must live in the smalr community in which

they work. For many of the workers, this neans their
caseload is comprised of family, relatives and friends.

For a conventionally trained social_ worker, the

stresses of the more sordid cases they encounter rape,

suicide, spouse abuse, assaults, child abuse, sexuar abuse

are extremely difficult to handre. Hovrever, in the
majority of cases, they are dealing with strangers and they
are able, at the end of the day, to escape the pressures.

For an untrained or semí-trained worker, these excesses are

even more difficult to manage. But when the victims, or the
perpetrators, are well known to the ivorker, the stresses are

magnified.

All the students indicated concern about having to v¡ork

with relatives as clients, and nothing in the training
program prepares people to counsel relatives- Many of the
cases they reported were more than just marital or parental
concerns, but v¡ere in the realm of child abuse, sexual
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molestation and suicide, where brothers and fathers v¡ere

invorved. one worker insisted that a teenaged boy who was

in care in a city institution be returned to the reserve for
a family visit with the intention of working towards re-
integrating him to the reserve. The boy vras in a stabl_e

situation in the city, but was extremely lonery and

isorated, with fev¡ visitors. Irlhire he was home he raped and

murdered a young woman the worker t s sister-in-raw. The

worker tried to remain objective about her reasons for
allowing the visit, she had to continue to be a support to
him, she had to dear with her own ross and the brame from
the family of the dead girl and, she had to continue her
employment and training!

Another worker came to his field instructor to relate
the fact that his brother was sexually abusing his three-
year-old daughter. He didntt have the strength to confront
his brother and couldntt di-scuss it with his committee or
anyone else. similarly, another trainee discovered that her
five-year-old daughter had been sexualry assaulted v¡hen the
child was diagnosed as having a venereal disease. Her pain
at having to try to discover who had done it and how to get
help was overwhelming!

As weII, the worker must continue to live among the
crient group and, being considered on calr 24 hours a day,
there sometimes appears to be no surcease from these
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probrems. I'rorkers are then constantry accessibi_e to any

communi-ty member who wishes to question, harass, intimidate
or threaten a worker over a particurar situation. Even when

the cases v¡ere not of a severe nature, the fact that the
worker must respond to caLrs at alr hours creates stressful
rvoricing conditions. someti¡nes v¡orkers v¡ourd complain,

"These people dontt knov¡ rvhat my job is...they
call and complain because they hear parents arguing and

expect me to stop it."
Trai-nees report being ostracized by segments of the

community for "just doing their job" and they are subjected
to much verbar abuse. There v¡as al_so one incident in v¿hich

a trainee was physically assaurted when he responded to a

middre-of-the night report that small- children were ar-one

he was hit on the head and suffered a concussion.
community members v¿ould arso rarry support from family

and friends v¡hen r.¡orkers would confront them about issues
such as alcoholism, child abuse or neglect. The worl<ers i_n

turn i¿ould be subj ected to criticism of their ov¡n rif estyle
and family matters orr failing that, the client would tail<
about (and start rumors about) hor,¡ the r.¡orker iras "arrvays
having coffee" or rvas arrvays out of the office, thus trying
to make a case for the r,¡orker being incompetent. I^Iorkers

reported many times that these rumors rvould be berieved by
many people in the community, making it difficult for the
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worker to talk to or get appropriate counselling for the

client.

And workers are also "moldedtt into roles which the

community perceives for them based on their own past. Thus

they are forced to pack their history around with themr âS

their community cannot see them from a fresh perspective.

Many of the trainees had overcome personal problems prior to
(and during) their participation in the training program,

but they related having extreme difficulty finding respect

f or what v¡ere, in ef f ect, ne\,r' identiLies. For example, some

trainees had previously had alcohol problems which they had

managed to overcome, but this was not readily recognized or

admitted by the community. Some trainees had criminal

records and some had lost their own children to the child
welfare system. Even when a history of serious problems was

absent, the history of past relationships (e.9. girl

friends, family feu.ds) became important and served to make

adoption of a professional role difficult. The community

\¡¡as, to a maj or extent, unable to accept that the trainees

had indeed changedr or to separate the professional role
from their life in the fabric of the community.

, Because there were few answers in their training, these

workers must endure these stresses practically on their o\¡¡n.



D. CULTURAL STRESSES

As v¡as examined in the review of the literature, there
are striking differences betleen the cultures of the Indian
and non-rndian. The rndian social work trainee is forced to
walk a very thin line between the two curtures and their

ivalue systems.

Although reared in native curture and tradition in most

cases, the trainees must, by 1aw, rcork within the
constraints imposed by the chil-d trverfare Act and

regulations. From a culture which cherishes non-

interference in the affairs of others, the trainees must

somehow resolve the guestion of their professionar mandate

which requires their insertion into the rives of their
clients whether that be in terms of preventive programming

or investigation and resolution of specific problems.

Another exampre is the guestion of substitute care for
children. The traditional native way is an informal and

open system with friends and relatives caring for chirdren
without guestion. However, the "neln¡" system requires a more

formal arrangement, with social histories and ricensing
reguirements needi-ng to be satisfied before substitute care
is approved. This led to reructance on the part of workers
to complete home studies or to provide follow-up services.

rn addition, confidentiarity of most transacti-ons in
this area is not an issue and, in fact, is enforced in the
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mainstream system, but this is not the case in the native
community where gossip easily and guickry revears aÌl_ the
details. NaturarJ-y, this increases the reluctance of
crients to confide in the worker or even to be seen in
conversation with one. Many 10ca1 chil_d care committees and

trainees do not berieve in confidentiarity, believing
instead that chird v¡elfare is a community responsibility,
and therefore confidentiality is secondary to the main

issue- This is, of course, in contradiction to the
maj-nstream system and causes difficulties for the rocal_

workers

For exampler a number of locar workers vrere hoping to
move toward a reserve (community) system of child care,
whereby children and chird rearing v¡ere the responsibilit.y
of the entire reserve rather than just the parents, and the
reserve would, in effect, take custody of a chird whose

parents couldn't - or woul-dnrt - care for the child. This
Ied to a siLuation where one worker v¡ho was a,ttraditionaL',
native, \¡¡as working with a pregnant 1S-year-old who didnrt
want her parents to know about her situation. The worker
did not accept confidentiality because she fert the "native,,
rvay would have been to involve the parents. she insi_sted the
parents be told and of f ered to accompany the gir1. ttÌhen

this came to the attention of the agency, the worker r¡/as
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reprimanded for breaching confidentiality and was told to
respect and carry out that rule in future.

As wel-I, the rever of service delivery seems to be
affected when foster home parents are related to trai_nees.
During interviews of foster parents, they said they weren,t
given the necessary support because they rseïe related to the
worker. Both sides seemed reructant to tark about how

things v¡ere goingr âs if somehow it went beyond the bounds
of acceptabre family discussion. The foster parents seemed

to feel: "rf r have a problem, the worker v¡irl think r don,t
measure üP", while the workers appeared to feel that if they
inquired, that would be construed as not thinking the
relatives can perform adeguately.

similar problems Ì^rere encounÈered by workers in
following the tegat route of having peopre charged with
offenses- They found this route foreign and uncomfortabre
and would have preferred to handle it internarly rather than
bringing in outsiders (the law). They expressed feelings
such as, "Ifve known this person all my lifer" and,,if we do
this, there will be a backrash from the conmunity,,.

An additionar source of stress invorves the issue of
control - Trainees reported they are perceived as policing
and are therefore treated with suspicion, contempt and
hostility in many cases. other trainees have had difficurty
because they were not from the reserve they v¡ere vrorking on
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or because they had rost their treaty status through out_
curture marriage- rn either case, trainees say they are
ostracized and isorated, with a generar community feeling
that the jobs shourd go to resident status rndians rather
than to 'routsiders".

Another source of conflict and stress involves personal
values regarding native traditions. Both rvithin the crient
and the trainee groups, there are varying Ievels of and

approaches to tradition. within both groups there are
individuals who favor a return to traditional values and v¡ho

actively pursue this route and those of whom it might be

said are further arong the route of assimilation and reject
all- or many of the traditional values.

An example of these differences can be seen in the
approaches taken to rerigion. some of the students are norv

practicing a return to the more traditional rndian religion,
with the burning of sweetgrass, the sweat lodge for
mediLation and purging, and so on. They are, of course,
strong adherents to the more traditional way of life the
non-interference, the extended family, etc. others, who

have been brought up in either the catholic or protestant
religions, rnirror the tenets of those religi-ons ancl are less
influenced by traditionalism and the return to the ,,ol-d

ways". one worker told about his grandmother, a cathoric
member of the rocar chird care committee, who wourd argue
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vociferousry rvith other members over implementing sweat

lodges or feasts, calling them "pagan". The worker felt a

commitment to support her and also to keep the peace with
the rest of the com¡nittee.

what is obvious is that the native social_ worker

trainees must have a very clear understanding of their own

values before being able to function effectivery in two

value systems.

Another issue which inserts itself into the stress-
inducing patterns for the students is the question of
gender. while the lack of personal power for females is not
unique to the native cultures, their low status is
constantry reinforced, making it difficurt for them to
function in their ro1e.

The majority of students were femare, (12 out of 16)

while the povrer structure at both the local and tribaL
council lever is over-r.rhelmingry male. The female is seen

as the nurturer and thus there is greaL pressure from
erders, from spiritual leaders to maintain the family
unit at all cost. But in order to furfilr their duties, the
sociar worker must insert herserf into family si_tuations and

exert the "porver" that comes with the responsibility. of
course, the role of the sociaL worker itserf is one of
nurturing, which makes it more difficurt to exert pressure
on people.
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one trainee eventuarly resigned because of the pressure
put on her by her husband. she was gaining power, status
and money and he could not understand or cope with these
changes- His insecuriLy forced him to put pressure on her
in the form of demands that she stay at home with the
children r-ike "other v¡ome¡l". Despite the fact that he had
no job and had a drinking problem, she was forced to give
into his demands.

There is some conflict in the r-iterature as to the
amount of power rndian r.¡omen have traditionally been
accorded- For i-nstance, Long, writing in 1791, found rndian
v¡omen to be sr-aves to their husbands and reported that a
common penalty for women who rejected that status v/as death.
However, Dunning, in a study of northern ojibvra in 1g5g,
said that arthough the ojibwa do not recognize a r{oman in a
position of high status, she is able to varidate her
position on the grounds of personal achievement. And
Zentner wrote in 1973 that although mare dominance is
variously ernphasized and there is no evidence of a

formalized masculine ideology in native curtures, neither
has there been a tradition of chivalry.

At the opposite end of the argument is the 1 91 3 report
of the Geographic Board of canada which wrote that under
tribal conditi-ons women herd, in many cases, a place of
management of tribal affairs.
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rn the authorrs experience, al_though there may be women

elders, there are few women chiefs (in Llanitoba, for
instance, only one of 55 chiefs is female). And in the
home, the husband, even when inadeguate, exercises formal
power in the family.

This contradiction in the curture reads to a situation
of the trainees being told either implicitry or explicitry,
"herers your job, but you dontt have the porver or Lhe cl_out
to carry it offr" and adds yet more stress to the lives of
the trainees.

E. PERSONAL STRESSES

irlative sociar worker trai.nees have the same personal
problems that exist in the rest of society. They have

marital problems, problems with alcohoI, normal child_
rearing difficulties, problems with their hearth, etc.

Their family and relatives arso run the normal gamut of
problems of rndian people and, of course, this increases the
stress for the workers who must deal v¡ith these probrens
professionally. These problems are not, of course, uni_guely
rndian- They are the probrems associated with poverty, with
oppression and r.¡ith the clash of cultures.

But what exacerbates this stress for the trainees is
the fact that they live their rives in the ,'goldfish bov¿r,,

which is the reserve. The expectation from the community

reportedly is that the r¡orkers should be free of such
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probrems before they attempt to help anyone else with
theirs. This becomes a form of "physician heal thyself,'
situation and workers find their own personal rives under
fairry intense scrutiny and avairabte for public comment.

This pressure has forced more than one worker to abandon

their position or to be removed from it.
These personal stresses are difficult to cope with for

anyone, but with Lhe expectation Èhat because the workers

are trained in this area, their own families and personar

lives shourd be free of such confrict, the revels of stress
increase.

For example, from time to time students would

experience maritar difficulties. when this happened, the
entire community would be av¡are of the situation and wourd

take sides. rn two cases (which red to resignations from
the program) trainees were subjected to great pressure and

condemnation from their communitÍes because they v¡ere

involved in rerationships with people from other
communities.

Personar problems which do not usually surface for the
urban socíaI worker become an issue for the native worker on

the reserve, with resulting interference incruding advice
giving, confrontation and, sometì-mes, ostracizaËion.
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NE!Í DIRECÎIONS

"The heritage of the past is the seed that
brings forth the harvest of the future',

ïnscription on National Archives BuildingÞIashington, D, C.

The conundrum facing canada I s native peopre as welr as
giovernments at all l-evers in the designing and implementing
of new child and famiry service delivery is to effect a

program which recognizes the heritage of native people
their culLure, customs and traditions, which is rerevant to
current conditions and yet v¡hich is sufficiently close to
mainstream thinking and policy in this area as to gain
approval (and funding) from giovernments.

i,Ie cannot continue to arlow the past to be used as an
anvil to pound out the present and the future for the
rndians, but neither can we continue to "experiment,, with
nev, program ideasr fio matter how well intentioned, which
turn out simpry to reinforce the "failure syndromet', whereby
program deficiencies result in native people being blamed
when the latest new idea fizzles.

If Indians are to be successful_ in assuming

responsibility for the delivery of child and family services
for their own people, they must be provided with the
necessary tools and the necessary support to do the job
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properry. one of the most-important toors is the rine
worker who is the primary delivery agent. No amount of
strength in the rest of the system can compensate

sufficiently for weakness at the field 1evel.

As we have seen, turnover among the child and family
services workers is currently plaguing the program, and

unless remedial actj-on is prescribed, its future can only be

said to be in jeopardy. lve have identified stress as a

major contributor to this sj-tuation. Hor,¡ that stress might
be eliminated, or at least alleviated, is crucial to the
future direction of the program.

Having identified major stress categories, this report
turns to an examination of possible remedies for these
stressors.

1. $Iorkload Reguirements/ Environmental stress
For some of the trainees, viorkloads and demands are

extremely heavy, with workers having to be on call_ 24 hours

a day with no respite. The work is there wherever the
worker turns at social- gatherings, walki_ng around the
reserve he or she is alvrays arvare of who's doing what.
There is always someone v¡ho wants to tark about their
personar probrems or else are informing on someone eLse.

The demands are generarly. crisis oriented, with workers

having to respond often to violent situations, often with
family or friends involved.
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This constant exposure to the pain of others with
little or no ability to control changing events caused great
stress and burnout.

Realisticarly, there is very littre that can be done to
shield workers from this type of trauma. However, the
rvorker could at least be better prepared for the
tribulations ahead with some forewarning of what the job
entail-s- one way this might be accomplished is through a

pre-empJ-oyment training course, perhaps of a weekrs
duration, in r¿hich the worker might be sensitized to the
expectations and reguirements of the positj-on.

This would be an initiar attempt at ensuring that the
new employee has some idea of what they are getting intor âs
well as beginning to identify supports, and introducing thern
to the concept of stress management and coping srcir-rs.

On-going stress management workshops woutd be

exceedingly helpful for al1 line rn¡orkers. There is stil_I a

sort of "macho" attitude towards stress within r,nanagement in
the social services field that says if you can't handre the
pressures, you just donrt measure up. i{hen empl0yees begin
missing work, pressure is exerted on them to shape up, but
the root causes of the problem are often ignored.

I{orkshops -- away from the work site could incr_ude
relaxation technigues v¡hich are culturalÌy rerevantr âs well
as other cultural programs as identified by the staff. An
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on-going concern expressed by line workers is that their

child care sysÈem not duplicate the mainstream system and

there must be sufficient time to explore this area and to

try and determine hov¡ this might be achieved. For examplet

many workers question the concept of adoption and foster

care and want to explore alternative ways of accomplishing

the same ends. These workshops would provide staff with a

chance to ventilate their problems and to participate in the

planning process in an environment in which they know they

are being heard.

Job descriptions which reflect the expectations of a

child and family services worker should also be prepared in

cooperation with the local child care committees, the child

and family services agencies, the bands and the tribal

councils so that all- stakeholders might be aware of the

duties and responsibilities not only of the workers, but

also themselves.

criteria or standards must be developed to assist in

selecting the kind of person who can do the job. until

there is true autonomy and economic stabil-ity on reservest

jobs of this kind v¡ill continue to be given to friends and

relatives. By developing standards, some of this night be

alleviated and rvorkers would knot¡ they were hired because

they possessed some skiIIs, not simply on the basis of

nepotism.
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concomitantly v¡ith the deveropment of job descriptions,
there must be orientation and training for the emproying
bodies as wel1, to ensure they fully understand and
appreciate not only their duties and responsibii_iti_es, buÈ
also that of the peopJ-e they emp'0y. ïf the ïndian child
and family services program is to continue to build upon the
successes already achieved, greater care must be exercised
to ensure that candidates have a reasonable opportunity to
succeed in the program.

one obvious step is to establish a minimum educati_onal
reguirement, which would be grade 12 0r eguivalent. This
must be accompanied by English language proficiency. rn
order for trainees to function up to university-level
expectati-ons, these wour-d be minimum reguirements.

Hiri-ng must ei-ther be restricted to candidates who
possess those qualifications orr more reasonably, academic
upgrading must form part of the training program or be a
prereguisite to acceptance into the progrâfl1.

lvithout those basic gualifications, trainees are
exposed to levels of stress which practically guarantee
failure- rn addition, other trainees are herd back in the
cl-assroom because of the special attention which must be
given ilI-eguipped students.

rn addition, these job descriptions must refrect the
fact that trai-nees are expected to mai-ntai-n an extremely
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heavy workload, combining their academic requirements with

fuIl-fledged service delivery. Expectations of these

trainees must be reduced at the local l-evel- and more

extensive use of professionals should be ernployed during the

training period to prevent overload and possible burnout.

The work-study aspect of the program under which

workers are trained is a good one, but trainees are forced

into situations far beyond their ability to cope and the

fact that they are constantly on call is deleterious to

their academic performance and places needless and

unacceptable levels of stress on them.

Every one needs to be aware of the pitfalls of the

worker trying to do too much. There must be a recognj-tion

of mandatory compensation time avlay from the workplace for

workers who put in long hours.

On the other hand, there are reserves with snall

populations and fewer problems requiring the worker's

attention, resulting in a much-lighter workload. This, too,

has caused problems for workers who, seeing and hearing

about the heavy duties of their colleagues on other

reserves, feel they aren't doing their jobs properly and

feel something is wrong with them. In one instance, a

worker resigned because he felt he wasn't doing his job

right. He $¡as a good worker, but because he didn't have

enough to do (i.e. lots of problems to work on) he felt



there was something wrong with him. The "system" didn't

help him understand that a lot of resource development could

have been done on his reserve to assist others-

Such cases point to inadequacies in the training

program. The training is necessarily geared tov¡ards

problem- and crisis-solving in its early stages, because

that is where the real needs are for most reserves.

Orientation sessions and training must have a prevention and

community development thrust so that the workers may be more

generalist in their approach on their reserves. Comrnunity

development and prevention is often Seen as a luxury and not

the main focus for child and family service workers. It

should be integrated on an egual basis with other training

program comPonents.

Workers must also be assisted to seek support from

other Sources. Because the mainstream system has been the

model used for most of the reserves, it is hard to escape

the specialist mentality and therefore many workers do not

know how to rvork as a team with alcohol rehab vrorkers,

cultural workers and others on the reserve. Often rvhen

asked about specific cases, r.rorkers would respond, ttI dontt

knor,¡...thatrS the alcohol workerrs job." On-going training

could assist these people to ryork together rather than in

isolation frorn each other.

So, too, must the worker and the Local child care
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cornmittee work in concert. Especiarly important is joint
decision making involving difficult cases so that workers
are not left on their ov¡n to make decisions which rnay be
unpopular. workers must have the backing and support of the
committee and, ât timesr *ây even have to carl on committee
¡nembers for "hands-on' assistance in specific instances.

Two other lvays in which the stress caused by the
workload and the environment in which they work cour-d be
reduced wourd be through the provision of emergency services
so that trainees (and other chird and family workers) are
not on call 24 hours a day, seven days a week and, instead,
can refer people elsewhere, and the use of alternative
resources in the case of clients who are related to the
local worker- These resources rvourd take some time to
develop and, as they v¿ould Iikely have financial
iinprications, would not be easily developed, but their need
cannot be understated.

2. Multiple Accountability Stresses
stress caused from within the chird and family services

system should be the easiest of the five major stressors in
which change can be effected. That is not to say that it
can be accompl'shed overnight. However, with proper
education and with the use of the right toor-s, the impact of
systemic stress can be greatly reduced.
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The training of the stakeholders and the cooperative

development of job descriptions referred to in the previous

section will play an important role in this process. So,

too, v¡ould be the development of a policy manual whicht

among other things, clearly defines roles and

responsibilities, particularly in relation to decision-

making practices. Arbitrary decisj-on making by Indian child

caring agencies and/or chief and councils undermines the

function of the local child care committees. Traini-ng in

the use of these tools and their understanding by aI1

stakeholders will be of paramount importance to reduce

stress in this area.

The development of consistent personnel policies across

the system is aLso of great importance to ensure that both

staff and others know v¡hat their rights and responsibilities

are. If there is no consistency in this policy development,

jealousy coul_d arise among individual workers, causing

dissatisfaction and unrest. The policy should also contain

a clear statement which either accepts or rejects the

employment of non-band members in social worker positionst

for whatever reason. Non-band members who have been

employed have in some instances not been accorded Èhe

support and respect which other workers receive in the

comrnunity.



3. Cu1tura1 Stresses

The deveropment of a curturarly relevant chird and
family services program is probabry the most important and
the most difficult problem facing the program and is the
area in which the most resistance may be expected. ïf the
program is to be purely a reflection of mainstream policy,
it is most surely destined to fail. Ho\dever, given that
these aqencies are mandated under provincial child care acts
and regulations r âtrY change must rvalk a very f ine l j-ne if it
is to be acceptable to all stakeholders.

some workers are already beginning to press for the
development of an rndian child ÏVerfare Act, as werl as a
system of tribal courts. They are guestioning the ,,carte

blanche" adoption of the mainstream system i_n areas such as
resource development and prevention.

FT0rkers complain that mainstream guidelines and
regulations for recruitment of foster homes are too
restrictive on the reserve, placing too much emphasis on
"material lvearth". similarry, the licensing of fosLer homes
is said to be too formal and too restrictive to be of varue
on the reserve.

Among the suggestions for change rvhich v¡orkers have
made are: the use of band adoption of children, where the
band would be responsible rather than an individuar famiry;
the creation of "safe homes" as opposed to group homes,
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which would provide 24-hour care to a wide variety of

children, and a formalized system of utilizing community

elders for input and support to the program.

To effect positive change in the area of cultural

relevance will take concerted, cooperative effort and

probably a great deal of tirne. The latter will probably be

the most contentious part of the equationr with the out-

culture arguing that this is an evolutionary process which

v¡iII require much patience, and Indian people responding

that they have heard that before and demanding immediate

change.

rf the authorities are going to do more than provide

lip service to the ideas of autonomy and self-determination

for Indian people, they must play a pro-active role in this

process, rather than simply a reactive one. And Indian

people, too, must be prepared to invest a great deal of time

and energy and thought tov¡ards the development of a child

and family services program v¡hich is truly "their owntt.

5. Personal Stresses

There is not a lot

stress of living in the

However, it is Possible

type of stress.

that can be done to reduce the
ttgoldfish boivl" that is the reserve.

to ameliorate the effects oi this

Most important is the amount of support the worker

receives from the committee, from elders, from the community
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and f rom other sources. !,torkers must be able Lo have

strong, supportive people they can turn to discuss their own

problems.

In one case, a trainee had a teenager v¡ho had run away

from home and was sniffing toxic substances. The trainee
was reluctant to discuss the situation rvith anyone because

she thought she shourd have her own house in better order.

She finally talked to her field instructor, who encouraged

to share her problem with her committee and soricit their
support. she did, and was gratefur to find they understood

and were supportive.

Þfuch effort must be expended to reinforce the concept

that workers are not "perfectrr -- both with the rvorkers

themselves and with the committees. rt is imperative that
there be understanding that everyone has personal probrems

and that does not disgualify or sornehow diminish the abitity
of workers to perform their jobs. within obvious rimj-ts,

the rndian system is founded on self-help principles which

acknovrledge that those who have had problems/difficulties
are best prepared to herp ot.hers (eg. formerly abused chird
helping others; those v¡ho have l-ost children to the system

working with those who face similar situations, etc. ).

A !{ord on Training

Much of this section has dealt with the need for
training in the non-institutionaL sense. Hovrever, iL goes
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without saying that if the native child care program is to
succeed and to have credibirity, trained staff must be in
pIace.

There are severar routes to educati-on and to achieving
this end, and the university is not the only one. The push
for university education \i¡as to avoid the creation of "para-
professionalst', a trap which has marred many attempts at
native education and enployment. However, university
training is not the only method whereby creation of a

separate class of professionals may be avoided, and in fact,
university training may not be adequate for many peopre.

Ho\,/everr having said that, staff should stilr be

encouraged, where appropriate, to pursue social rvork

degrees, whether at the bachelor or master revel-. To that
end, an educational leave policy should be formulated for
this purpose. The policy could include a "pay-back"
feature, whereby the staff member would undertake to v¡ork a

specific period of time for the child caring agency to
extinguish their educationar obligation. such a poricy
would aLso avoid the pressure of staff having to be full
tj-ne students and employee at the same time.

For those who do not have the academic gualifications
for a university program or for ryhom the trcurture shock" of
the large institution v¡ould be self-defeating, the

"distance-learning" model such as the university of r4anitoba
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is beginning to employ is more appropriate, providing

instruction in the basic "hovJ tots" of the job, while not

over-burdening trainees with a theoretical perspective that
is difficulÈ to grasp without a basj-c foundation and

allowing much more training on the job.

And, of course, as has already been mentioned many

times, there is a continuing need for in-service training on

an on-going basis, both f or i.¡orkers and for their child care

committees. This training v¡ould cover a variety of topics,
ranging from administration, personnel practices and service

delivery to v¡orkshops on problern solving, communj-cations

skilIs, values clarification and cultural at¡arerìess.
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SUMMARY

rndian child and family services program delivery is
still in its infancy in tfanitoba. certain probrem areas

have been identified, but that was naturally to be expected

and in no way diminÍshes either the importance of the
program or its accomplishments to date.

IVhat is inportant is that the program continue to
evolve in as rational- and expeditious manner as possible
until a truly rndian program is developed v¿hich meets the
needs, wants and aspirations of native people.

The stakeholders in this process are many and it will
take the combined efforts and energy of arr of them if it is
to ever reach a revel which courd be said to be successfur.
To a very great extent, rndian people themserves must tal<e

the lead rorer âs no amount of good. wirr and benevolence on

the side of the out-culture stakeholders can bridge the
chasm which exists between the two cultures. Through

sj-ncere effort and commitment on behalf of arl parties, a

seed will be planted which v¡ilL indeed bring forth a

bountiful future for Indian peopJ_e.
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